7.5

Area 5: Pearson Avenue (Nos. 9 to 21) and Grove Street
(inc. West View)

Figure 161

Map of Area 5: Pearson Avenue (Nos. 9 to 21) and Grove Street (inc. West View)

7.5.1

The conservation area extends along half the length of Pearson Avenue, so does not incorporate the
Dorchester Hotel with fine turret. The north side of Grove Street is covered, but not the south side.

7.5.2

The description of this area is reliant on covering the south side of Pearson Avenue first, followed by the
north side, to compare neighbouring properties. This is the logical approach although the numbering may
suggest otherwise.
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Figure 162

Pearson Avenue view of gate

Figure 163

Pearson Park gates with statues (Victorian era) - view through to park
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7.5.3

Pearson Avenue - South Side: these properties have their design roots in the Gothic era, with angular
gables and accentuated verticals.

7.5.4

No. 9
7.5.4.1

A modern, purpose-built block of six flats, owned by Sanctuary Housing. It has been designed
to fit in with the existing terrace to the right, mirroring the height and mass with a similar
gable atop a projected third of the front. Unlike the neighbouring properties, this has three
storeys of rectangular windows, rather than the two-storey bay window and roof with frontfacing gable window. The brick is also different: mid-brown and dark brown rusticated rather
than smooth cream or grey buff brick, with non-matching replacement brick below the top
floor projected window, but effort has been made to tile the roof in slate. The front of the
property has a lawn with railings atop low brick wall. In keeping with the building, this serves
a purely functional purpose.

Figure 164

No. 9 Pearson Avenue
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7.5.5

Nos. 11 to 15
7.5.5.1

Three adjoining two-storey properties with ground and first floor bay windows below gables
encompassing rectangular windows with bevelled top corners. All three bays retain the
traditional roofing material of lead, and finials remain on all three gables. The diamondshaped relief on the timber fascia boards is repeated on the front doors, except in the case of
No. 11 which has lost part of its fascia board and original front door.

Figure 165

Nos. 11 to 15 Pearson Ave
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7.5.5.2

Nos. 13 and 15 have retained their high-arched front entrances with decorative stonework,
emphasising the strength of the steeply pitched gable. It is very unfortunate that No. 11 has
had this entrance completely altered through the fitting of a rectangular door flush with the
external brickwork, thus removing the porch. The stone arch has been removed and the area
infilled with brick. This has sabotaged the design and only careful reinstatement of crafted
exact matches could repair the damage. The stone ledge of the replacement UPVC window
above has also been removed.

Figure 166
7.5.5.3

No. 11 Pearson Ave angle

Like Nos. 13 and 15, No. 11 retains the decorative stonework above both bay windows and the
rectangular window above the front door; red brick rectangular decoration between the bay
windows; timber sash windows in the bays and third floor gable window; modillion-style
gutter blocks atop the bays and horizontal roofline; decorative lace-style barge-board on the
gable-end and chimneys with original pots and corbelling. Unfortunately, the rectangular
window frame above the front door at No. 11 is a modern replacement and set too far forward
in the reveal.
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Figure 167

No. 13 Pearson Ave low angle

Figure 168

Nos. 13 & 15 Pearson Ave front doors
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7.5.5.4

Nos. 11 and 15 have blue-painted stonework with contrasting window frames in white,
whereas No. 13 is cream in colour with green frames. No. 13 retains the original front door
whereas the barge-board has been replaced with a less impressive, plain timber counterpart.

7.5.5.5

Nos. 13 and 15 have front gardens enclosed by privet hedges set behind stone railing plinths,
whereas No. 11 is left bare.

Figure 169

Nos. 11 to 21 Pearson Ave
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7.5.6

Nos. 17 to 21 or Harrow Terrace

Figure 170

View of Nos. 17 to 21 Pearson Ave or Harrow Terrace from No. 20

7.5.6.1

Nos. 17 to 21 are imposing three-storey town-houses constructed using buff-grey brick and
slate roof tiles, with grand entrance porches on the first floor reached by a flight of, at least,
eleven steps. No. 17 has a set of fourteen steel steps that replace the stone ones as seen on
Nos. 19 and 20. The stone steps look as though the concrete side walls have been added at a
later date as the steps protrude through the walls but without intention. The stonework, at
waist-height, either side of the entrances is indicative of another fixture.

7.5.6.2

This terrace adjoining Nos. 11 to 15 is suffering significantly with subsidence. The weight of
the chimneys appears to be where the buildings are under pressure and it is remarkable that
they have changed shape so much without severe repairs being needed on the facade. The
doorways resemble certain medieval buildings with their distorted appearance.

7.5.6.3

Fortunately, each property still retains timber-framed sash windows and three-storey bay
windows which begin below street level. Integral to the properties are the entrance porches
which project slightly with gable-style roof atop a semi-circular arch with decorative key
stone. Above each entrance is a rectangular window and decorative stone lintel on the third
storey, next to the bay window. Twin rectangular windows with bevelled top corners are
above the bay windows in the gable-ends. Nos. 19 and 21 have had very small horizontal
rectangular windows inserted above these. The provision of additional light would seem to be
minimal in comparison to the time, cost and disturbance to the design. Unusual small dormer
windows sit above the entrances: possibly later additions due to their off-centred placing,
although this could be subsidence-related. Despite the foundation-related issues, the roofline
has a straight appearance and hosts a series of four stately chimneys. The best example is the
chimney above the entrance to No. 19 whose tall pots remain intact and are fitting to the grand
design.
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Figure 171

7.5.6.4

No. 21 Pearson Ave detail

An obvious problem at the front of these properties is the disposal of waste. The street is
spoilt considerably by waste bins that clutter the pavement and this is exacerbated by waste
spilling out on to the street, despite attempts to keep the piles of debris tidy.

Figure 172

Nos. 19 & 21 Pearson Ave wheelie bins
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7.5.7

Pearson Avenue - North Side

Figure 173
7.5.8

Nos. 10 to 14 Pearson Ave

Nos. 10 to 18 or Dorchester Terrace
7.5.8.1

This side of the street is more Italianate in style and is a set of five terraced houses with one
house, No. 20, that is detached in appearance. Each property is comprised of buff-grey brick
with an imposing timber front entrance porch. Originally, slate tiles would have been the
roofing material and the boxed guttering with decorative corbels is an important feature.

7.5.8.2

Unusually, the base of the ground floor bays are faced with stone, patterned with recessed
oblongs and diamonds. The bays stretch to the same height as the porch and are the width of
the triptych of the semi-circular arched windows above. The timber frames have carefully
designed, arched panels in the top third. Similarly to Albert House (No. 50 Pearson Park),
with the exception of No. 14, the timber mullions of the bays have a variety of intricately
carved scroll, leaf, flower and grape corbelling, supporting horizontal projections at the
corners of the bay. This gives an angularity which is echoed in the front porch and the
guttering.

7.5.8.3

The trio of windows on the first floors have ornate Corinthian capitals atop the mullions. The
semi-circular windows above and the segmented arched windows above the front entrances
will also have originally had timber-framed sash windows. Each of the windows has similar
ornate capitals and keystone. A carved detail depicting a human head is at the top of each
gable, below the finial. Some of the stonework above the segmented arches is in need of
repair as it has cracked and is displaced.

7.5.8.4

A string of square red bricks runs along the division of ground and first floors, echoed in
thinner lines on the first and second floors, chimneys and in the patterning of the corners.
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7.5.9

No. 10
7.5.9.1

The stonework is painted white with capitals a light green colour. The front porch and door
appear intact but with a steel grill over the door glazing. The front steps and stonework below
the bay window have been preserved well. A modern wall surrounds the front paved area
which is not in keeping with the period or traditional materials. A dormer window above the
entrance is unappealing and ill-fitting to the Victorian style and quality. The original sign for
the terrace name is situated towards the right on the first floor and is worthy, like all the
original features highlighted, of preservation.

Figure 174

No. 10 Pearson Ave gable end
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Figure 175

No. 10 Pearson Ave front door

Figure 176

No. 10 Pearson Ave bay window
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7.5.10

No. 12
7.5.10.1

Stonework remains unpainted as it would have originally been finished. The bay window and
porch remain intact with decorative detail, although the timber structure surrounding the door
does appear distorted and suffering from subsidence. Other aspects of the house appear in
good shape: the only exceptions are the stonework of the capital to the right of the triptych
window and the missing finial atop the gable. None of the houses retains this delicate feature.
Commendably, the cast-iron hopper is intact and the top part of the downpipe is still cast-iron.

Figure 177

No. 12 Pearson Ave low angle
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7.5.11

No. 14

Figure 178

7.5.11.1

No. 14 Pearson Ave front

The key features that remain in place on this property are the bay window with projections;
intricate stonework surrounding the first and second floor windows; timber guttering with
decorative corbels; fine chimney with original pots; patterned brickwork and gable with
carved head. A privet hedge borders the front concreted garden. Regrettably, the front porch
has been removed and the wall has been infilled with concrete; the original front door has
broken glass; the decorative corbels on the bay have been removed; the frames on the bay
have been replaced; one of the capitals on the triptych is in need of restoration; waste pipes
and a flue have been added above and next to the front door, and a small vertical rectangular
window has been inserted in the narrow space between the front door and the bay. The
building is on the way to becoming stripped of its original aesthetic sense.
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7.5.12

7.5.13

No. 16
7.5.12.1

The appearance of the brick on this property is different to its neighbours. Closer inspection
of the brick and mortar indicates it may have been treated in order remove a build up of dirt.
This procedure must be carried out with extreme care as damage can be caused by taking the
face off the bricks, and using incorrect mortar can lead to further deterioration. For more
information, see the practical guidance booklet on renovation: The Avenues Conservation
Area.

7.5.12.2

The property has retained its intricate stonework, sash windows and decorative corbels.
Although the front garden has been paved and lacks inspiration, thought has been given to the
replacement railings which are sympathetic to the era, being black and topped with Fleur-DeLys detailing, sitting above a standard brick wall. The front porch has been retained although
the stone plinth for the columns has been replaced with brick.

No. 18

Figure 179

Nos. 18 to 14 Pearson Ave
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7.5.13.1

The end terrace property appears to be in very good condition with all original features intact
apart from the front porch, the removal of which disrupts the continuity of the terrace. The
installation of a CCTV camera adds to the visual detriment. Wheelie bins clutter the path.

Figure 180

No. 18 Pearson Ave gable

Figure 181

No. 18 Pearson Ave first floor
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7.5.14

No. 20

Figure 182

No. 20 Pearson Ave front

Figure 183

No. 20 Pearson Ave front door
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7.5.14.1

The Gate House is in the midst of being renovated. This was once part of the Pearson Park
Hotel but, prior to that, was a completely detached villa with steps leading up to a grand
entrance. The slate roof adorned by two finials has been retained. Brick steps replace
traditional stone steps but the cast-iron columns and dramatic porch remain. Corbelling
appears on the porch, bay window, and underneath the gutters. The corbels along the gutter
line add horizontal weight to the composition, and unification is created by considered
repetition of the detail. The chimney hosts dogtooth brickwork that also emphasises light and
shade. The semi-circular arch above the front door, complete with hand-painted gold name
sign, is repeated in the single window above, twin windows above the bay, single window on
the third storey in the gable end and small dormer window above the entrance. Stone
embellishments emphasise these shapes. Original timber-frame sash windows appear to be in
place throughout. Segmented arches are used on the bay window with Composite capitals on
the mullions and leaf design in the centre of the arches. Timber casement windows with top
panel appear to be original in this bay. Queen Anne style alternating rustication is seen on
each of the edges of this front wall.

Figure 184

No. 20 Pearson Ave column detail

Figure 185

No. 20 Pearson Ave timber carving detail
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Figure 186

No. 20 Pearson Ave Gate House sign

Figure 187

No. 20 Pearson Ave detail
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Figure 188

No. 20 Pearson Ave connecting corridor

Figure 189

Nos. 20 to 14 Pearson Ave
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Figure 190

Pearson Avenue view of gateway from inside park

Figure 191

Pearson Avenue view of gateway with gates from inside park – Victorian era
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